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Clash of clans update version

Package name: com.supercell.clashofclans Version: 13.576.9 (1279) File size: 148.8 MB Updated: November 4, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean, API 16) MD5: d1406de172acca840468c5f48ee4b0d4 SHA1: 19d3cbea5afa47232bf892f82a103d400f3d6d95 Various minor bug fixes and
improvements. Clash of Clans 13576.7 (1277) October 2020 update APK has been released with some new items. This is the latest version for Android devices. This mobile game was first known for being popular as an iOS game. Soon after the popularity of Android is increasing, it finally comes to Android to be played
by more and more people out there. The game is basically a classic mix of combat, simulation, and strategy. So basically it will really take a lot of time to get to the best of it, especially for those who have never played the strategy and simulation type of game. Rising rapidly in its popularity from 2013, this game is
definitely a game to play on Android devices. Clash of Clans File Information Last Updated: October 13, 2020 Developer: Supercell Version: 13,576.7 (1277) Requirements: Android 4.0.3 and Up File Size: 149 MB Uploaded: October 13, 2020 at 09:45 GMT+07 MD5: 57d73e80983ac 2237ec39f566078e SHA1:
e55d15c6963df43fb17d3c3fa0b016ece8018f77 Available on Google Play: Install from Google Play of Clan Clashs app review Obviously the clash of clans for Android has many things to offer its players. As for the features of this game, there are things to get to know for those who play it for the first time. The first thing
you should do as a beginner will be to deal with a small town and get to know different things about this game. It's as simple as expanding and defending that city that it unfortunately takes effort in many ways. There will be some simple missions to do at the beginning to gather resources for the city. There will also be a
way to create troops, which are crucial in this game either to defend the city or to attack other areas. Well, that's the basic idea of this game though. Apart from just doing battles another important part of this game is collecting things. Many things are required to get into this game. Develop the city, increase the number of
troops, expand the city, and many more things will require resources, one of which is gold. So, pay attention to any opportunities when they come. Winning battles will be rewarded, although basically troops will leave everything on the battlefield. Continuous development in many aspects will be needed in case it gets
worse. Well, there's a glimpse of the game of this very popular game. In short, this game has three main resources to get started. These resources include gold, dark elixir and elixir. Each of them will have their own purpose to help advance in the game. It is also possible in the game to form a kind of alliance with other
players in order to seek better results Results. It is not that a man army game that can be easily conquered by doing make Alone. The integrated chat system will enable easy communication within players for various purposes, including forming a stronger alliance. It has been mentioned before that this particular game is
a combination of strategy, simulation, and combat, so that players must at least understand the way to play such a game. Within the aspect of strategy, one thing to understand is that everything takes time. There will be no instantaneous result of anything so that everything should be planned within the right moment.
Those who love such strategic games will love to play this game even to come up with an addiction at the end. Apart from offering a lot of features and aspects within the game and the system of the game, it gives a satisfactory result as well in the term of its graphics. Well, the combination of a really attractive graphics
with harmonic in-game music will make it really easy to spend hours playing the game without having to feel it as a long time at all. So far it has been considered a great mobile game with the fact that there are many players on it. Within the screen and control aspect of this game, it plays really well in Android devices
including tablets. Answering its touch controls is undoubtedly good, so there are no questions at all in the name of controls when playing this game even for a long time. There is the so-called settings menu with a really easy access just by using a finger to press it within the village view of the game. Once the chat feature
is activated, there will still be plenty of room to continue watching the game ahead. The two-finger gesture is available in this game that really makes it easier to zoom in or out while playing without having to experience glitches in the term of the graphic. As mentioned earlier that it can run well even on a tablet. It's a good
thing of the performance aspect of this game. A good example of the performance aspect is that when the game is left to run without touching at all until the screen turns off, it won't take much time to get back to it and keep playing without any problems. In addition, crashes are also hard to expect when playing this game.
Smooth and stable will be perfect to describe this particular game. The good and the bad sum up this game, there are several good things as well probably a bit of setback of it as follows: It is a free game with many decent features to expect even for a long time of playing time It has a pretty decent graphic quality of a
mobile game It provides a smooth and stable performance in Android devices including tablets It has a communicative aspect to play along with other players for greater good a setback is that within the Goblin Kingdom, the troops cannot be controlled so that they will do as they are capable of Clash of Clans Beginners
Tips Use beads to buy a builder or a worker Getting a builder or a worker is really difficult in of Clans games. It plays an important role because it about a struggle to steal other village resources. When the builder is too busy to build the building, sometimes a player can lose loots before they can use it. People need to
make a good plan on how to protect the village by building the defensive walls as strong as possible and quickly. Therefore, use beads to buy a builder compared to shortening the construction process. Attack ing other villages Attacking other villages is also the essence of this game to earn Gold, Elixir from Gold Mine, or
Elixir Collector which can help village development and defense. Use the rewards to do more research in the laboratory. So people will have more opportunity to produce reliable troops. Don't forget to complete the achievement to get more gems that will be used to add to the builder. Join other clans The last is to join
other clans. By joining other clans, the beginner players will get more information on how to make the clan and village stronger. In addition, sharing and few troops is also possible with this way. That's how every player can grow up fast. ChangeLog Get ready to break some legs with Skeleton Barrel temporary squad!
Introducing Super Valkyrie and Super Minion, the latest dynamic Super Troop duo! Update also includes fresh Town Hall 13 content, neat quality of life changes and much more! Page 2 Clash of Clans 13.369.9 (1247) Old APKupdated: October 13, 2020Clash of Clans 13,369.4 (1242) Old APKupdated: June 25,
2020Clash of Clans 13.180.6 (1223) Old APKupdated: June 23, 2020Clash of Clans 13.0.28 (1204) Old APKupdated: March 31, 2020Clash of Clans 13.0.4 (1181) Old APKupdated: February 14, 2020Clash of Clans 11,866 1 (1153) Old APKupdated: December 10, 2019Clash by Clans 11,651.7 (1131) Old APKupdated :
October 17, 2019Clash of Clans 11446.20 (1100) Old APKupdated: April 24, 2019Clash of Clans 11446.11 (1091) Old APKupdated: April 18, 2019Clash of Clans 11,185.19 (1063) Old APKupdated: April 3, 2019Clash of Clans 11.185.8 (1052) Old APKupdated: February 27, 2019Clash of Clans 11.49.11 (1040) Old
APKupdated: December 2 11, 2018Clash of clans 11.49.9 (1038) Old APKupdated: November 15, 2018Clash of Clans 11.49.4 (1031) Old APKupdated : November 3, 2018Clash of Clans 10322.27 (1019) Old APKupdated: October 24, 2018Clash of Clans 10322.16 (1005) Old APKupdated: August 31, 2018Clash of
Clans 10,322.4 (990) Old APKupdated: July 16, 2018Clash by Klans 10,134.15 (977) Old APKupdated: June 12, 2018Clash by Clans 10,134.15 (977) Old APKupdated: June 12, 2018Clash by Klans Clans 10134.12 (973) Old APKupdated: May 12, 2018Clash of clans 10,134.12 (973) Old APKupdated: May 12,
2018Clash of clans 10,134.12 (973) Old APKupdated : May 12, 2018Clash of clans 10.134.12 (973) Old APKupdated: May 12, 2018Clash of clans 10134.12 (973) Old APKupdated: 1217, 2018Clash of Clans 10134.6 (967) Old APKupdated: April 10, 2018Clash of Clans 9434.31 (959) Old APKupdated : March 6,
2018Clash of Clans (954) Old APKupdated: February 10, 2018Clash of Clans 9434.18 (947) Old APKupdated: February 2, 2018Clash of Clans 9434.14 (945) Old APKupdated: January 26, 2018Clash of Clans 9434.3 (938) Old APKupdated: January 9, 2018Clash of Clans 9,256.20 (922) Old APKupdated: December 19,
2017Clash of Clans 9,256.18 (920) Old APKupdated: November 19 2017Clash of clans 9256.8 (916) Old APKupdated: October 24, 2017Clash of clans 9256.5 (910) Old APKupdated: October 14, 2017Clash of Clans 9105.10 (900) Old APKupdated: September 8, 2017Clash of Clans 9,105.9 (899) Old APKupdated:
August 10, 2017
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